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ABSTRACT
This paper provides a detailed description of IMNTPU team at the
NTCIR-16 FinNum-3 shared task in formal financial documents.
We proposed the use of the XLM-RoBERTa-based model with two
different approaches on data augmentation to perform the binary
classification task in FinNum-3. The first run (i.e., IMNTPU-1) is
our baseline through the fine-tuning of the XLM-RoBERTawithout
data augmentation. However, we assume that presenting different
data augmentations may improve the task performance because
of the imbalance in the dataset. Accordingly, we presented dou-
ble redaction and translation method on data augmentation in the
second (IMNTPU-2) and third (IMNTPU- 3) runs, respectively.The
best macro-F1 scores obtained by our team in the Chinese and Eng-
lish datasets are 93.18% and 89.86%, respectively. The major contri-
bution in this study provide a new understanding toward data aug-
mentation approach for the imbalanced dataset, whichmay help re-
duce the imbalanced situation in the Chinese and English datasets.
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TEAM NAME
IMNTPU

SUBTASKS
Investor’s Claim Detection (Chinese)
Manager’s Claim Detection (English)

1 INTRODUCTION
Data mining has usually been a crucial task in various domains, es-
pecially in finance. Researchers have proposed dynamic methods
for understanding (extracting) a deeper information from texts. In
previous studies, numerals provide an essential contribution to in-
fer from the textual information in the finance domain. FinNum-1
[3] and FinNum-2 [4] focused on analyzing the targeted numerals
in the financial social media. However, in FinNum-3, we consulted
professional analyst’s reports and earning conference calls from
multilingual datasets.[1]

Figure 1: The proposed research architecture of IMNTPU at
the NTCIR-16 FinNUM-3.

The problem of the shared task as a binary classification is de-
fined to identify the estimation interpreted by the managers or the
investors and to classify whether the target numeral in the given
claimsmade by them belongs to“in-claims”or“out-claims.”How-
ever, the label distribution of the datasets we collected are heavily
imbalanced. Thus, to address the problem of imbalanced label dis-
tribution, we adopt two data augmentation methods.[7]

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the detailed approaches in multilingual datasets of the
shared task. It includes which model we applied and how we did
feature engineering. Section 3 provides the experimental result, the
configuration of the models, and the error analysis of the result. Fi-
nally, Section 4 presents the conclusion and the future work.

2 PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we will present our models and the applied tech-
niques for feature engineering in detail. The remainder of this sec-
tion is organized as follows. Section 2.1 provides an introduction
of XLM-RoBERTa adopted in this work. Section 2.2 discusses the
details of the double redaction for data augmentation. Section 2.3
presents the translation technique for another data augmentation
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method. The proposed research architecture of IMNTPU at the
NTCIR-16 FinNum-3 is shown in Figure 1.

2.1 XLM-RoBERTa Based Model
Weadopt XLM-RoBERTa [5], which ismultilingual version of RoBERTa,
so that we can utilize this model in our multilingual datasets. The
training method of XLM-RoBERTa is based on BERT model [6].
The difference between XLM-RoBERTa and BERT is that the latter
trains Masked Language Models (MLM) and Next Sentence Predic-
tion (NSP) tasks whereas the former omits the NSP task, which
aims to learn whether the two sentences are connected. The XLM-
RoBERTa model focuses on the MLM task, which masks the word
in sentences so that the mask pattern will change dynamically
when training the model using the training dataset.

2.2 Double Redaction
We adopt data augmentation techniques for feature engineering
because of a few given textual data in the training dataset. Dou-
ble redaction aims to change some token as <mask> or <unk>
token randomly in sentences to enable the model to learn more
patterns about textual analysis in the training phase. For <mask>
and <unk> token, the former means covering the original token
whereas the latter denotes the conversion of the original token into
an unknown token. Therefore, these tokens are regarded as noise.

The major concepts and steps of double redaction as follows.
First, we set a list of special tokens, such as <xxnum>, <s> and
</s>, which are unchangeable token α in each training data. Sec-
ond, we shuffle and remove the duplicated tokens in a sentence.
Then, the remaining tokens are copied as a set of double redaction
tokens β. Moreover, we set a float as an unknown token probability
δ and given a random number γ. If a random number is less than
the unknown token probability, then noise will be set as <unk>.
If not, then the noise will be <mask>. Lastly, the specific token in
double redaction tokens will be replaced with noise, and the model
will predict the original token, which is replaced with <mask> or
<unk>. The double redaction algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Briefly, the double redaction approach will let a model learn more
for the analysis of text so that great results can be expected on the
financial Numclaim classification task.

Algorithm 1 An algorithm of double redaction
1: Shuffle the tokens in sentence
2: Delete the duplicated tokens in sentence
3: Copy the remaining tokens as β
4: SET the δ and γ
5: for specific token in β do
6: if γ less than δ then
7: Replace original token with <usk> token
8: else
9: Cover original token as <mask> token
10: end if
11: end for
12: while True do
13: Model predict the original token of <usk> and <mask>
14: end while

Table 1: Configuration of the hardware and software

Items Version
System Type X64
Processor AMD® Ryzen R9 3900X CPU
RAM 64GB

Display Card NVIDIA GeForce GTX 3090 24GB
OS Ubuntu 18.04

Python Version 3.6.9

2.3 Translation
During the data generation process, we first translate the textual
training data into English and into Simplified Chinese afterward.
Based on the synonymousword translation techniques, we acquired
additional training data without losing the original meaning. For
example, in the original training set, ”税後純益 9.81億元，YoY+36.36-
%，税後 EPS2.62元，優於預期。” (The tax proceeds were $981
million, YoY+36.36 percent and EPS 2.62 percent, higher than ex-
pected.) which is written in Traditional Chinese will become“税
后净利润为 9.81亿美元，YoY+36.36%，扣除 ESP 2.62税后利润比
预期的要高。”which is written in Simplified Chinese through the
translation process. The pipeline of the translation approach for
data augmentation is shown in Figure 2. We also reset the offset
position of the target number.

Figure 2: The pipeline of translation approach for data aug-
mentation.

3 EXPERIMENT RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In this section, we listed our model configuration and our experi-
mental result in detail. The experiments below run under the con-
figuration of software and hardware (Table 1).

We present the experimental result for the Chinese and English
datasets in each run. In IMNTPU-1 for Chinese dataset, we adopted
XLM-RoBERTamodel in fastai version.With theOne-Cycle schema
in fastai version, we run four cycles by using a batch-size of 8
and 2 epochs, 3 epochs, 1 epoch, and 1 epoch in sequence. As for
IMNTPU-2, to solve the issue of few datasets, we utilized double
redaction for data augmentation approaches. Lastly, for IMNTPU-
3, we applied the translation pipeline presented by Hugging Face
as our special data augmentation methods. The results of Chinese
development test and test set is shown in Table 2.

In addition, in IMNTPU-1 for English dataset, we used XLM-
RoBERTamodel as our baseline model by adjusting the parameters
and optimizing the hyper-parameter of the fastai version. Further-
more, we proposed the double redaction approach for data aug-
mentation. The result is shown in Table 3.

The remainder of the Section 3 is structured as follows. Section
3.1 provides a comprehensive result in IMNTPU-1 for the Chinese
and English datasets. Section 3.2 provides the comparison result in
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Table 2: IMNTPUmacro F1-score result in both development
and test set in Chinese dataset

Dev Set Test Set
F1-score (%) F1-score (%)

IMNTPU-1 (Baseline) 90.51 93.18
IMNTPU-2 (Double Redaction) 88.65 91.64

IMNTPU-3 (Translation) 92.16 91.64

Table 3: IMNTPUmacro F1-score result in both development
and test set in English dataset

Dev Set Test Set
F1-score (%) F1-score (%)

IMNTPU-1 (Baseline) 87.13 88.39
IMNTPU-2 (Double Redaction) 88.82 89.86

IMNTPU-2 for the Chinese and English datasets. Section 3.3 only
presents the result for the Chinese dataset in IMNTPU-3. Finally,
Section 3.4 provides the error analysis for explaining why the per-
formance will increase or decrease via different data augmentation
approaches.

3.1 Baseline in IMNTPU-1
For IMNTPU-1 in bothChinese and English dataset, we adopt XLM-
RoBERTa model in fastai version. In addition, we set up the class
weight which is the inverse of the class distribution to solve the is-
sue of unbalanced label distribution in training dataset. As for the
optimizer of the model, we simply use Lamb optimizer which has
improved the performance and greatly decrease the training time
for training a transformer-based model[8].

The performance of IMNTPU-1 in Investor’s Claim (Chinese)
and Manager’s Claim (English) are shown in Tables 2 and 3, re-
spectively. In the Chinese dataset, the macro F1-score for the devel-
opment set is 90.51% and 93.18% for the test set. As for the English
dataset, the macro F1-score for the development test is 87.13% and
88.39% for the test set. The performance of the test set outperforms
that of the development set, and we realized that the label distri-
bution and the textual data of the test set is more similar to the
training set.

3.2 IMNTPU-2 Double Redaction
For IMNTPU-2 in the Chinese and English datasets, we use dou-
ble redaction for data augmentation approaches. We inputted the
augmented dataset into the XLM-RoBERTa model, and the train-
ing cycle, epoch numbers, batch size, and the optimizer configura-
tion remain the same. In the Chinese dataset (Table 2), the macro
F1-score for the development set is 88.65% and 91.64% for the test
set. As for the English dataset (Table 3), the macro F1-score for the
development set is 88.82% and 89.86% for the test set.

3.3 IMNTPU-3 Translation
For IMNTPU-3, we only focused on the Chinese dataset. To de-
termine whether the performance will raise under various data

augmentation approaches, we applied the translation pipeline pre-
sented by Hugging face. The macro F1-score for the development
set is 92.16% and 91.64% for the train set (Table 2).

3.4 Error Analysis
In the English and Chinese datasets, we discover some instances
with wrong prediction in all runs. First, we deciphered that the
instance with a certain pattern often shows a lower correction.
Second, we realized that the category may affect the prediction,
wherein several certain categories show lower accuracy, and the
distribution is shown in the following table.

In the first instance, we discussed about the target number shown
in the pattern of“xx到 xx,”“xx至 xx,”“xx to xx,”and“xx - xx”in
the text accounts for the vast majority of our incorrect prediction,
in which the former target number and the latter one are in the
same category, and once the model predict the former incorrectly,
the latter usually went wrong too, thereby reducing accuracy.

As for another instance, we count all the incorrect prediction
categories in each run. We find out that among all the categories
in the Chinese and English datasets, the most categories are abso-
lute, money, relative, and quantity_absolute. However, compared
with the train set of the Chinese and English datasets, the afore-
mentioned categories do not take the most portion of the train set.
In addition, our methods did not consider the“category”as our
input parameter. Therefore, it suggests one of the future research
directions, which is the use of the rule-based name entity recogni-
tion method to identify the categories as the model input.

4 CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK
4.1 Conclusion
We proposed our approach for financial Numclaim classification
based on XLM-RoBERTamodel for Chinese and English datasets in
three runs as follows: baseline, double redaction, and translation.
In the Chinese dataset, our results have reached the highest macro
F1-score among all the participants. As for the English dataset, the
macro F1-score of the one with data augmentation earn the second
highest F1-score among all the teams.[2]

In conclusion, the results of our approach show that we can
achieve a great performance based on data augmentation for fi-
nancial Numclaim classification in multilingual dataset. Due to the
lack of sampling data and the language structure restriction, utiliz-
ing the same data augmentation approach in different language
datasets is difficult.

The major contribution of the research is that the data augmen-
tation approach may help reduce imbalanced situation. The man-
agerial implication of the paper is that the method we presented
may help the public pay more attention on the estimation from the
investors and the managers.

4.2 Future Work
Our approach was limited by the different unbalanced label dis-
tributions between the train set and the test set. For this reason,
more information on the sampling dataset would help us to estab-
lish a greater state-of-the-art model for financial Numclaim classi-
fication on this matter.
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With regard to IMNTPU-1 and IMNTPU-2, the data augmen-
tation approach seems to show different results for the financial
Numclaim classification in Chinese and English. The double redac-
tion approach has greatly improved the performance of IMNTPU-
1 and IMNTPU-2 in the English dataset. In contrast, based on the
different language structures described in Section 2.2, the perfor-
mance of the Chinese dataset for double redaction does not im-
prove the performance. Therefore, more experiments must be con-
ducted if the token delimiter for double redaction and translation
approaches for data augmentation changes based on its language
feature in the Chinese and English datasets to determine perfor-
mance improvement.
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